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1. Go to Overleaf website (https://www.overleaf.com), register an account, and log in.
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2. Download LaTeX template from journal website. For example, AMS: “AMS LaTeX Package
V6.1.zip”
https://www.ametsoc.org/index.cfm/ams/publications/author-information/latex-author-info/
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3. Create a project through clicking “New Project”, you can choose “Upload Project”, and upload
the .zip file just downloaded. After the project is created, you can change the project title to
whatever you want.
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4. Follow the detailed instruction of the LaTeX template (.tex file), and replace the corresponding
parts with yours, e.g., title, authors, abstract, main text, etc. You can click “Recompile” to see
the results of your modifications in real time.
You may need to learn very basic LaTeX grammar, e.g., equations, figures, tables
(https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Learn_LaTeX_in_30_minutes). If you don’t know, just
Google it! Here is a quick guide to LaTeX (https://v1.overleaf.com/latex/templates/a-quickguide-to-latex/fghqpfgnxggz.pdf) for your reference.
Practice: try to write the following equations in LaTeX
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5. Prepare your BibTeX bibliography, .bib file, for references with software EndNote, Zotero
(free), Google Scholar (recommended, don’t need to install software, free), etc.
Zotero:
Select the papers you want to export and right click, select “Export Items…” and then “BibTex”
format:
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Google Scholar:
search papers through Google Scholar, click “Cite” button of the paper you want to cite, click
“BibTeX”, and then copy the text to your .bib file. The imperfect thing is that there is no “doi”
in the text. So, you need to click the link to the paper website and get the “doi”.
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6. When everything is done, click “Recompile” again to make sure everything is ready. Then,
you can click “Menu” in the top left corner of Overleaf project, download the Source and PDF
files. Submit the manuscript following the journal Author instruction.
7. Overleaf has some useful features, such as “Review” with track changes, “Share” with
collaborators, but you need to upgrade your account through payment, or someone who has an
upgraded account can create a project and share it with you. It means one group one upgraded
account is sufficient.
You can learn more on Overleaf and LaTeX through https://www.overleaf.com/learn.
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8. In paper revision, generally we need to generate a manuscript with track changes using
“latexdiff”:
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Articles%2FUsing_Latexdiff_For_Marking_Changes_
To_Tex_Documents.
1) latexdiff is a Perl script and requires an installation of Perl 5.8 or higher.
•

Windows user:
Recommend using MobaXterm (https://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/download.html) to
install Perl, use command: apt-get install perl

•

Mac OS X/Linux/Unix user:
Generally, Perl has been installed in the system.

Download latexdiff Perl script from https://ctan.org/tex-archive/support/latexdiff.
2) Usage of latexdiff
In the command line: latexdiff old.tex new.tex > diff.tex
3) Upload the “diff.tex” file to Overleaf project and click the “Recompile”.
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